Applications of nuclear analytical techniques in environmental research. Plenary lecture.
Among nuclear analytical techniques, neutron activation analysis (NAA) is particularly useful for environmental studies. It affords low detection limits for many elements, high specificity and few sources of systematic error, which means that high accuracy is attainable. Neutron activation analysis is particularly useful for trace and ultra-trace analysis of environmental samples (water, soils, rocks and biological material). In trace element work associated with pollution, instrumental NAA is a powerful technique for multi-element surveys, in particular when combined with other spectroscopic techniques. Nuclear techniques, as with most analytical techniques, cannot be used to distinguish between different physico-chemical forms of an element per se. When used in combination with appropriate separation techniques, however, nuclear techniques can provide valuable information about trace element speciation in environmental and biological systems. From dynamic tracer experiments, i.e., addition of chemically well defined labelled compounds to environmental systems, valuable information can be obtained on the distribution of species and on microchemical processes influencing the physico-chemical forms. In these laboratories, speciation studies on trace elements in natural waters have been carried out by using instrumental NAA in combination with physical separation techniques, such as dialysis and ultrafiltration, in situ and in the laboratory. Dynamic radiotracer experiments have provided important information about processes influencing the speciation of trace elements in aquatic systems. Sequential extraction techniques have proved to be useful in studies on sediments and soils when combined with NAA. Sequential extractions also provide significant information about the physico-chemical behaviour of radionuclides supplied to natural soils from the Chernobyl accident.